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ABSTRACT
Purpose: Spontaneous abortion has been reported in 15 to
20% of all diagnosed pregnancies. The most common cause
of spontaneous abortion is chromosomal abnormalities of the
embryo. Robertsonian translocation (RT) is one of the major
chromosomal rearrangements with a prevalence rate of 0.1% of
the general population and 1% of the infertile population. Robertsonian translocation carriers, especially 21-14, are the most
common balanced rearrangement among the carrier couples
with a history of spontaneous abortion.
Materials and methods: Cytogenetic analysis was carried
out based on phytohemagglutinin-stimulated peripheral blood
lymphocyte cultures and without phytohemagglutinin-stimulated
amniocyte culture. Lymphocyte and amniocyte culturing and
GTG banding were performed following standard protocols as
described by the Association of genetic technologists (AGT)
Cytogenetics Laboratory Manual.
Results: Cytogenetic evaluation of both the partners and the
child revealed that the child had translocated Down’s syndrome
and the mother was a carrier of balanced RT of 14q;21q. Amniocentesis of the next pregnancy and detection of chromosomal
abnormality in the fetus was done by fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) analysis of the amniotic cells with 13,18,21,X,Y
probe mix found normal chromosomal constituent in the fetus.
Conclusion: The present study shows that genetic counseling,
cytogenetic evaluation, prenatal diagnosis by amniocentesis,
and FISH together help couples with nonhomologous RT and
history with syndromic child and repeated abortions to get
normal offspring.
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INTRODUCTION
Generally, the couples planning for their first pregnancy
remain unaware of any reproductive problems. Every
sixth couple experience difficulties in pregnancy outcome
worldwide.1 Around 15 to 20% of all pregnancies in
humans end in spontaneous abortions, and the risk in
future pregnancy reached up to 33% in patients with
recurrent miscarriage.2 So, clinicians feel that patients
deserve evaluation even after two recurrent miscarriages,
though historically defined recurrent spontaneous abortion was three or more consecutive pregnancy loss before
20 to 22 weeks of gestation.3
According to studies, the prevalence of chromosomal
aberration is approximately 8% in cases suffering reproductive problems, and the frequency rises as high as 50%
in case of spontaneous recurrent abortion.4 The cause is
unknown in many instances, but a parental chromosomal
abnormality has been taken as one of the possible causes
for recurrent miscarriage within the first 3 months of
pregnancy.
In the advancement of modern cytogenetics, prenatal
cytogenetic testing is very common for the detection of
chromosomal abnormality in the fetus. It helps to determine prenatally whether the fetus has certain hereditary
or spontaneous genetic disorders. Some of these noninvasive tests, such as ultrasonography and certain blood tests
are often part of routine prenatal care. These tests are safe
and sometimes help to determine whether more invasive
prenatal genetic tests (chorionic villus sampling, amniocentesis, and percutaneous umbilical blood sampling)
are needed. Usually, more invasive tests are done when
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couples have an increased risk of having cytogenetically
unbalanced zygote.
In the present observation, we studied a couple with
history of an abnormal child and three repeated spontaneous abortions. Cytogenetic evaluation of both the partners
and the child revealed that the child has translocated
Down’s syndrome and the mother was carrier of balanced
Robertsonian translocation (RT) of 14q;21q. Amniocentesis of the next pregnancy at 16 weeks was done and
fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) analysis of the
amniotic cells with 13,18,21,X,Y probe mix to find out the
presence of any chromosomal abnormality in the fetus.
The present study shows that genetic counseling, cytogenetic evaluation, prenatal diagnosis by amniocentesis,
and FISH together help couples with nonhomologous RT
and history with syndromic child and repeated abortions
to get normal offspring.

CASE report
A nonconsanguineous couple, 30 years male and 27 years
female, with their 5-year-old mentally retarded child
came to our cytogenetic laboratory for the evaluation of
genetic disorder of their child. The child had dysmorphic
faces with delayed development, such as delayed neck
holding and walking. They had a history of three repeated
abortions in the past 2 years. The first abortion was in the
fourth month from pregnancy and the second was at third
month of pregnancy. The third was a missed abortion
from a 2-month pregnancy. There were no such histories
of repeated abortions in any other family member. The
cytogenetic evaluation of the fetuses after abortion was
not done. The biochemical and hormonal profile of the
female partner was in normal range and the ultrasonography reports did not show any structural abnormality
in the internal organs. The semen analysis profile of the
male partner was found to be normal. In the present
status, they wanted to know the possibilities of getting
normal child in future.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cytogenetic Analysis
In our laboratory, we first collected 2 mL of peripheral
blood from both partners and the child in heparinized
tubes and harvested white blood cells for karyotyping.5,6
Twenty five metaphases were analyzed and the karyotype
was interpreted using the Applied Imaging software
(Cytovision 3.92). The chromosomes were identified and
classified according to the guidelines by the International
System for Human Cytogenetic Nomenclature (ISCN,
1995). The chromosome profile (loss and gain analysis)
of the abnormal chromosome was done with the help of
the same software.

Prenatal Diagnosis
In this procedure, a sample of the fluid that surrounds the
fetus (amniotic fluid) is removed. Amniocentesis is usually
done at 15 weeks of pregnancy or later; in our case, the
amniocentesis was done at 16 weeks of gestation. Before
the procedure, ultrasonography was done to evaluate the
heart of the fetus, to confirm the length of the pregnancy,
to locate the placenta and amniotic fluid, and to determine
how many fetuses were present. The fluid contains cells
that have been shed by the fetus. These cells are grown in
a laboratory in amniomax with fetal bovine serum. The
harvested cells were selected for FISH. The five probe mix
(13,18,21,X,Y) for interphase nucleus (Vysis AneuVysion
probe) was used to determine the abnormality in the
fetus.7,8 Fifty cells were observed and interpreted.

RESULTS
Chromosomal analysis revealed an abnormality in the
female partner with 45, XX, robs (14; 21) chromosomal
constitution. The female karyotype revealed 45 chromosomes with missing chromosomes of 14 and 21, along
with an additional chromosome that did not fit into any
group of the chromosomes in the karyotype. The banding
pattern of the short and long arms of the additional
chromosome was similar to chromosome 14 and 21,
thereby indicating the presence of a nonhomologous RT.
Thus, karyotype was confirmed as 45, XX, rob (14q;21q)
as depicted in Figures 1A and C. Chromosomal analysis
of the male partner showed normal 46,XY karyotype.
Chromosomal analysis revealed 46,XY, rob(14q;21q) in
the child. The karyotype of the child also showed 46
chromosomes, with missing chromosome of 14 along
with an additional chromosome whose banding pattern
was similar to the nontranslocated chromosome present
in his mother as well as chromosome 14 and 21. So, the
child had translocated Down’s syndrome (Figs 1B and D).
The FISH result of amniocytes in interphase nuclei
shows presence of two green and two orange signals in
first hybridization locus-specific probe and two aqua and
two green signals in second hybridization chromosome
enumeration probe. Two green and two orange signals
confirm the presence of one homologous pair of chromosome no 13 and one homologous pair of chromosome no
21 in first hybridization, and two aqua signals and two
green signals confirm the presence of one homologous
pair of chromosome no 18 and one pair of sex chromosome in second hybridization. The test proves the presence of normal numerical count of specified chromosome
only (Figs 1E and F).

DISCUSSION
The potential factors, such as genetic, anatomic, endocrine, infectious, and immunological factor influenced
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Figs 1A to F: (A) Metaphase spread of affected child. Arrow indicates the translocated t(14q,21q) chromosome; (B) metaphase spread
of the female individual with balance translocation. Arrow indicates the translocated t(14q,21q) chromosome; (C) karyotype with
chromosome profile of affected child. Arrow indicates the gain of materials in chromosome 14q in respect of normal chromosome 14;
(D) karyotype with chromosome profile of the female individual with balance translocation. Arrow indicates the gain of materials in
chromosome 14q in respect of normal chromosome; (E) two green and two orange signals confirm the presence of one homologous
pair of chromosome no 13 and one homologous pair of chromosome no 21 in first hybridization; and (F) two aqua signals and two green
signals confirm the presence of one homologous pair of chromosome no 18 and one pair of sex chromosome in second hybridization

recurrent spontaneous abortion in varying degrees.
But the proper etiology is often unclear. So, it is necessary to consider each of these contributing factors in
repeated spontaneous abortion. Cytogenetic analysis
of the couple and if possible of the abortos was the
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preferential area to the clinician for the detection of
chromosomal makeup.3
Chromosomal anomalies are mainly of two types:
numerical and structural. Both the anomalies affect approximately 50% cases of recurrent spontaneous abortion.
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Numerical anomalies like trisomy, X chromosome monosomy, and polyploidy especially triploidy are the main
factors and they altogether cause 95% chromosomal abnormality in recurrent miscarriage cases.9 On the contrary,
structural anomalies like chromosomal translocation are
observed in highest percentage. Half of the structural
chromosomal abnormalities may be inherited from parent carrying a balanced translocation, which increases
the risk of having children with abnormal cytogenetic
makeup.10-12 At prenatal diagnosis, this risk percentage is
considerably higher than the theoretical risk because most
cytogenetically abnormal embryos would have failed to
establish a pregnancy. So, it is expected that cytogenetic
screening of embryo before birth may increase the chance
of successful pregnancy. Translocation are of two types:
Reciprocal and Robertsonian. In reciprocal translocation,
the exchange of chromatin blocks between chromosomes
is involved in abnormal rearrangements. But the exchange
does not affect the gene action. In RT, two acrocentric
chromosomes are fused at their centromeric region and
lose their short arm, resulting in balanced karyotype,
which has only 45 chromosomes including the translocated one. The incidence in newborn is 1.25/1,000.13 The
person with it is called carrier. As carriers are healthy and
have normal lifespan, it is difficult to judge their unusual
chromosomal rearrangements. In fact, this translocation
can be passed down in families for many generation
without anyone discovering it. It is noticed only after a
baby is born with chromosomal disorder. Only a minor
percentage of babies have one parent as carrier, either the
translocation produced de novo at gametogenesis. These
de novo unbalanced gametes with RT have an increased
risk of pregnancy loss. According to studies, babies with
trisomy 14, 15, or 22 usually miscarry in the first 12 weeks
instead of trisomy 13 or 21. So, it has been suggested that
some carriers are particularly prone to pregnancy loss.14
In the present study, the couple under observation
showed normal anatomical, endocrinal, and immunological background. The previous blood reports for hormonal
and immunological profile of the couple, ultrasonography report of the female, and semen analysis report of
the male partner supported the above statement. Not
only that, they do not have any history of infections in
pre, post, or during pregnancy. Cytogenetic evaluation
revealed normal chromosome profile in male partner with
karyotype of 46,XY but RT carrier in female partner with
karyotype of 45,XX,rob(14q.21q). The cytogenetic evaluation of the child showed translocated Down’s syndrome
with karyotype of 46,XY,rob(14q:21q). The chromosomal
analysis confirmed that the translocation was inherited
from the carrier mother to child. The couple had a history
of three repeated abortions without any chromosome
analysis report of aborted fetuses. We could not have

any confirmatory idea about these repeated abortions.
We think that the translocation derivative chromosome
during segregation may cause nonviable pregnancy in
these cases.
As one of the parents is normal and other is balance
translocation carrier, the possibility of getting normal
offspring is 50%. But the present couple had a history of
three repeated abortions and a child with translocated
Down syndrome. In this status, it is important to know
the chromosomal constituent of their present fetus. For
this reason, we performed chromosomal analysis of the
fetus by amniocentesis. The amniocytes are selected for
FISH analysis with 13,18,21, X,Y probe mix, and the result
showed normal chromosomal constituent without any
numerical as well as structural chromosomal abnormality of the fetus, which suggested carrying the pregnancy
till birth.

CONCLUSION
Most couples where one of the partner is a RT carrier
usually do not face any major fertility problems, but
in case if it appears to be so, it is possible to get help
through proper genetic counseling, cytogenetic evaluation, prenatal diagnosis, or using assisted reproduction.
In carrier men, 10 to 15% of the sperms may be chromosomally unbalanced, and in addition, it is thought
that the translocation chromosome may block the
spermatogenesis. As even men with low sperm counts
do produce some sperm, it should still be possible to
achieve pregnancy using intracytoplasmic sperm injection. In carrier female, prenatal diagnosis or in countries
where this is permitted, preimplantation genetic diagnosis may also offer to ensure that implanted embryos
are chromosomally balanced. In case there is more than
one affected pregnancy or had repeated miscarriages
caused by unbalanced chromosomes with or without
affected child, the above-mentioned are the options that
should be considered.
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